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We protect your peace of mind, which in turn, allows you to buy a home with confidence.

November 5, 2021
Dear Jonathan Caklos,
RE: Report No. 1179
237 Avenue des Glaieuls
Gatineau, QC
J9J 1X8
Thank you for choosing us to perform your property inspection. We hope the experience met your expectations. The
inspection itself and the attached report comply with the requirements of the Standards of Practice of our National
Association.
This inspection will help you better understand the conditions of the property, we visually examine the property and then
detail the findings in the report. The purpose of this report is to inform you of the conditions of the properties major
systems and components. This information can help you feel more secure with your decisions moving forward.
There are a series of coloured tabs, one section for every major home system at the top of each page of the attached
report that you can click for easy navigation. Blue, underlined text indicates a hyperlink, click on the hyperlink for more
information on that subject or condition. Additionally, we have provided a Home Reference Book under the REFERENCE
tab in this report. The Home Reference Book provides important information related to all elements of properties, as well
as regular maintenance activities. Please be sure to follow these maintenance guidelines.
The report is effectively a snapshot of the property, recording the conditions on a given date and time. Home inspectors
cannot predict future behavior, and as such, we cannot be responsible for things that occur after the inspection. The
report itself is copyrighted, and may not be used in whole or in part without our express written permission.
We enjoyed serving you and hope you will recommend Inspec-Pro home inspection to friends and family in need of a
professional inspection. We appreciate your business and look forward to serving you in the future.
Sincerely,
Shaun Botes
on behalf of
Inspec-Pro Home Inspection

Inspec-Pro Home Inspection
Rue Michel-Parizeau
Gatineau, QC J9J 3X2
6136061901
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INSPECTION INTRODUCTION:
The purpose of this inspection is to carry out a non-invasive visual inspection of the building in order to provide a better
understanding of the physical condition of the building and to highlight visually apparent deficiency and visually apparent
defects as observed by the inspector at the time of inspection.
This inspection is not an exhaustive expertise and it does not aim to find hidden defects or to provide insurance or a
guarantee on the property. It does not aim to assess the residual life of components, methods, materials or costs of
suggested corrections to be made. The inspection strictly reflects the inspector's visual observations at the time of the
inspection and the inspector does not pass or fail the building he simply identifies visible conditions that may or may not
be serious.
This inspection is limited to readily accessible systems and components in the building and only in regards to what can
be visually observed by the inspector. A visual inspection cant detect hidden defects, and it is very important for the client
to understand how the inspector is limited in terms of the inspection and analysis.
The inspector must not move furniture, equipment, personal objects, lift carpeting, remove panels, disturb the insulation,
snow, ice, debris, and plants and objects or other obstacles that obstruct access. The inspector must not operate a
non-functional system or component or one not having a normal operation control. The inspector is not required to enter
a place that, in his judgment, would be dangerous to himself or any other person or perform a procedure that could
damage the owner's property. For example, a defect that is not in plain view or discovered unless it requires invasive
testing techniques, sampling, and/or lab analysis, probing with specialized equipment, data collection is a hidden defect.
The inspector will give a general appreciation of the building elements such as structure, plumbing systems, electrical,
heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and so on. Although minor defects may be mentioned, this report does not
necessarily identify them all but, the inspector may highlight those that in his judgment are more relevant.
Because the Standards do not cover technically exhaustive inspections, the inspector will recommend when he finds a
sufficient number of clues leading him to suspect that a potentially major deficiency or defect exists. The fact that the
inspector does not recommend a technically exhaustive inspection does not preclude the client from requesting one.
Our inspection philosophy separates components that are functional from those that are not. Where components are
found to be functional, no recommendations will be offered. Where defects are noted, we will recommend improvements
with a time frame. In some cases, components may be functional but clearly near the end of their life cycle. Those
circumstances are included in the report as well.
Following below is a summary of findings, it outlines potentially significant issues from a cost or safety standpoint. This
section is provided as a courtesy and cannot be considered a substitute for reading the entire report. Please read the
complete document.
Priority Maintenance Items
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Roofing
SLOPED ROOFING \ Asphalt shingles
Condition: Aging
Location: Throughout Roof
Task: Monitor and Replace
Time: Less than 5 years or As needed

Exterior
WINDOWS AND DOORS \ General notes
Condition: Aging
Just like everything else in your home, your windows and doors have a lifespan and become less efficient over time.
Although high-quality windows are able to stand the test of time, it is important to remember that nothing lasts forever
and even quality double glazed windows will need to be replaced eventually. The typical lifespan of a double-glazed
window is around 20 years. However, this can vary from 10-35 years, depending on the type and quality of materials, the
professionalism of the installation, and where the windows are situated. This could potentially damage finishes and/or
structure if not repaired or replaced.
Location: Throughout
Task: Further evaluation by a specialist and Repair and Replace
Time: As needed
PORCHES, DECKS, STAIRS, PATIOS AND BALCONIES \ General notes
Condition: Unsafe
When a deck has no foundation extending below the level of frost penetration in the ground is, it is commonly known as a
floating deck. Since the deck is floating on the ground it is not protected from frost heaving, thus there is a high
probability that differential movement will occur within its lifespan. It was observed that the deck was moving once on the
deck, areas of the deck were rotten, additionally, the guards were loose and deck posts had damage to it and were not
well secured. Some of the deck post foundation supports were deteriorating and were not properly supported.
Implication(s): Physical injury
Location: East Deck
Task: Replace
Time: As soon as practical

Structure
FOUNDATIONS \ General notes
Condition: Cracked
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents | Weakened structure
Location: Garage
Task: Repair
Time: As soon as possible
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Electrical
RECOMMENDATIONS \ General
Condition: Some versions of Federal Pacific Stab-Lok panels were known to have issues. Federal Pacific Electric (FPE
Stab-Lok® ®) was a widely-distributed electrical panel brand throughout the United States and under the Federal
Pioneer brand, also in Canada very similar product continues to be sold. For years, anecdotes and field reports about
FPE Stab-Lok® ® hazards and defects have been discussed at professional conferences and occasionally in the media.
Field reports of recalls, poor and even fraudulent manufacturing & labelling, house fires, and injuries have been reported
attributed to this product. Independent testing confirms that FPE Stab-Lok® ® circuit breakers fail to trip, at times as
much as 70-80 percent of the time.
Additionally all defects should be repaired in this panel
Implication(s): Fire / Life safety
Location: Basement Panel
Task: Recommended further review by a qualified professional to determine the next course of action
Time: Immediate
SERVICE DROP AND SERVICE ENTRANCE \ Service drop
Condition: Branches / vines interfering with wires
Tree branches need to be cut back so it doesn't interfere with the service line. The client can contact the city and inquire
about this service.
Implication(s): Damage to wire | Electric shock | Interruption of electrical service
Location: East Yard
Task: Remove
Time: Immediate
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM \ Outlets (receptacles)
Condition: Damage
Replacement of the GFCI outlet is required.
Implication(s): Electric shock | Fire hazard
Location: East and West Exterior Wall
Task: Replace
Time: Immediate
Condition: The ground fault circuit interrupter, known as GFCI, is an electrical device that provides personal protection
against electrical shock when you come into contact with electricity, such as outdoor outlets and fixtures, swimming
pools, saunas and hot tubs, kitchens, bathroom and laundry rooms. GFCI/GFI (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter) may not
have been required when the property was constructed, but GFCIs will protect your family and home from short-circuits
and ground faults too.
Implication(s): Electric shock
Location: Kitchen
Task: Provide
Time: As soon as practical
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM \ Smoke alarms (detectors)
Condition: More than 10 years old
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Smoke detectors are required on every floor level near the sleeping areas. A smoke detector should be replaced every
10 years. The recommendation is that the client checks to see if it is within the time range. It is often difficult to know how
old the existing smoke detectors are, if it is unknown we recommend replacing them all.
Implication(s): Life safety hazard
Location: Throughout Basement Main Level
Task: Provide
Time: Immediate

Cooling & Heat Pump
AIR CONDITIONING \ Life expectancy
Condition: Inoperative
Implication(s): Reduced comfort
Location: Yard and Main Level
Task: Replace
Time: When possible

Insulation and Ventilation
ATTIC/ROOF \ Insulation
Condition: Animal/pest droppings in attic
Implication(s): Health hazard
Location: Attic
Task: Remove
Time: Immediate

Plumbing
WATER HEATER \ Life expectancy
Condition: Near end of life expectancy
Implication(s): No hot water
Location: Under Basement Staircase
Task: Replace
Time: Less than 3 years

Interior
WINDOWS \ Hardware
Condition: Window limiting devices are mechanical safety devices that are attached to windows to prevent them from
opening more than 10 centimeters (four inches).
Implication(s): Fall hazard / Life safety
Location: Various West Main Level Windows
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Task: Provide
Time: As soon as practical
STAIRS \ Handrails and guards
Condition: Loose
Implication(s): Fall hazard
Location: Throughout Basement to Main Level Staircase
Task: Improve
Time: Immediate
Condition: Missing
Implication(s): Fall hazard
Location: Garage
Task: Provide
Time: Immediate
GARAGE \ Walls and ceilings
Condition: Not gastight
It must be ensured that all penetrations/openings be sealed between the interior of the garage as well within the attic
space of the garage and the livable areas of the house, there must be no penetrations. Once properly sealed it will
eliminate potential hazardous combustion products entering the home.
Implication(s): Hazardous combustion products entering home
Location: Garage
Task: Improve
Time: Immediate
GARAGE \ Door between garage and living space
Condition: No self closer
Implication(s): Hazardous combustion products entering home
Location: Basement Entrance from Garage
Task: Improve
Time: Immediate
GARAGE \ Vehicle doors
Condition: Damage
Damage was observed to the attachment (Woodblock) that secures the high tension spring of the garage door. If this
connection fails it could be a life safety situation.
Location: Garage
Task: Repair or replace
Time: As soon as practical
POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS MATERIALS \ General notes
Condition: Possible Mould
Please note that any leak or moisture issue can result in mould growth and that it is often not visible. Furthermore, mould
can grow very quickly, and although it may not be present one day, if moisture levels increase, mould can grow and
become visible overnight.
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Water damage is frequently discovered where moisture levels are normal, suggesting the area is dry at the time. This
damage can be a result of historical leaks that have since been repaired, or, of intermittent issues related to the season,
weather, or plumbing fixtures and appliances.
Because professional mould remediation can be a major expense if required, further evaluation is recommended
regarding any leak-evidence or water damage. We would like to remind you that mould and the assessment of indoor air
quality are beyond the scope of a home inspection and that an inspector cannot determine if there are irritants, spores,
pollutants, contaminants, or toxic materials present. A qualified environmental specialist should be consulted for any
mould concerns.
Implication(s): Health hazard
Location: Behind Basement Bathroom Door and in Shower
Task: Recommended further review by a qualified professional to determine the next course of action
Time: Immediate
END OF SUMMERY.

CLOSING REMARKS:
Most buildings are designed to last a very long time, but many of the components are consumable. Roofs, heating
systems, air conditioning systems, and water heaters, for example, wear out and are replaced from time to time.
A building with older systems does not mean poor quality, many elements like kitchens, bathrooms, flooring, siding, and
windows are most often changed for lifestyle and decorating reasons. These discretionary improvements are typically
planned projects. Unplanned repairs or replacements are never welcome but are part of ownership.
We encourage you to set up maintenance programs to protect your investment, reduce costs, improve comfort and
efficiency, and extend life expectancy.
The report that follows has general information on the systems and components in the property, as well as inspection
methods, and limitations that may have restricted our inspection. The most important part of the report is the Findings
and Recommendations section. It is here that we identify any defects and suggest improvements.
Professional judgment was exercised in gathering and analyzing the information obtained and in the formulation of the
conclusions. Like all professional persons rendering advice, we do not act as absolute insurers of the conclusions we
reach, but we commit ourselves to care and competence in reaching those conclusions.
In order to properly understand the suggestions, recommendations, and opinions expressed in the report, reference must
be made to the report in its entirety. Please read the entire report and the appropriate text included in the hyperlinks.
Home Improvement - ballpark costs
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Findings & Recommendations
SLOPED ROOFING \ Asphalt shingles
1. Condition: Aging
Location: Throughout Roof
Task: Monitor and Replace
Time: Less than 5 years or As needed
2. Condition: Granule loss
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: Throughout Roof
Task: Monitor and Replace
Time: Less than 5 years or As needed
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Granule loss

Granule loss
3. Condition: Exposed fasteners
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: Various Roof
Task: Repair
Time: As soon as practical
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Exposed fasteners
SLOPED ROOF FLASHINGS \ Drip edge flashings
4. Condition: Missing
Eave and Drip Flashings are used on the overhang, at the side or ends, and at the edge of the roof to protect the facade
from a wide range of weather conditions. They provide support for the shingles and create a roof drip edge that helps
channel water into a gutter or away from the facade.
It was observed that the sheathing had some water damage at the eaves, and on the interior of the attic area, water
staining was observed at the interior fascia board.
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: Throughout Roof at the EAVES
Task: Monitor and Provide
Time: When re-roofing
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Water staining interior attic

General Information
General: The primary function of the roof system is to protect against and manage the weather elements, thereby
protecting the interior and structural components of the building.
Because of the important functions this system provides, its condition should be assessed regularly, and maintenance
provided where/as necessary. Failure to provide consistent professional style maintenance will reduce the life
expectancy and may cause the roof to leak prematurely.
The components of roofs that are most vulnerable to early deterioration are the area around the flashings (chimneys,
plumbing stacks, the intersection of two or more roof slopes, and skylights). It is not uncommon for these areas to
develop a leak well before the rest of the roof material has aged significantly. Also, because these areas are frequently
made of metal, they can be more susceptible than the rest of the roof coverings to damage from the wind and
temperature differences resulting in expansion and contraction.
So, while the flashing and roof may have appeared fine on the day of the inspection, they should be monitored regularly
(at least semi-annually) to detect any changes in condition that may indicate that repair is necessary. Leaks left
unattended can cause serious damage to other systems and components of the home.
The home is considered to face:
Sloped roofing material:
Approximate age:

Asphalt shingles

9 years

Typical life expectancy:
Roof Shape:

West

10-15 years

Gable
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Inspection Methods & Limitations
General: As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only.
Roofing life expectancies vary depending on several factors such as material quality, roof slope, colour, sun and weather
exposure, ventilation, workmanship, maintenance, and so on. Any estimates of remaining life are approximations only
and should not be relied upon.
This assessment of the roof does not preclude the possibility of leaks. Leaks can develop at any time and may depend
on rain intensity, wind direction, ice build-up, etc. We strongly advise you to ask the seller if the roof has ever leaked. If
so, then you will want to know when, where, and what repairs were undertaken to correct it.
The inspection of the roofing system was limited by, but not restricted to, the following conditions:
- No comment can be made as to whether prior or ongoing leakage has caused damage or deterioration to components
concealed behind interior and/or exterior finishes, such as walls, floors, ceilings, roofs, etc.
- The entire underside of the roof sheathing is not inspected for evidence of leakage, and access to some under-roof
areas may be partly/entirely blocked from observation.
- Gutters and subsurface drains are not water tested for leakage or blockage. These components require regular
maintenance to avoid water problems at the roof and foundation.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
Inspection performed:
Age determined by:

By walking on roof

Property Disclosure Statement
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Findings & Recommendations
RECOMMENDATIONS \ General
5. Condition: There are various locations where the caulking appears to be missing, old, dried out and debonding from
the exterior surfaces. It is important to keep all roof and wall penetrations sealed to prevent moisture problems, sealant
also helps with energy efficiency. This is regular maintenance areas and should be regularly checked. Open seems, old
caulking and dried out caulking should be replaced.
Implication(s): Moisture infiltration / Damage to structure or interior finishes / More energy consumption
Location: Throughout Exterior
Task: Repair or replace
Time: As soon as practical

Sealant improvement required

Sealant improvement required

Sealant improvement required

Sealant improvement required
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Sealant improvement required and clean

Sealant improvement required
ROOF DRAINAGE \ Gutters
6. Condition: Missing
The water run-off from the top roof will damage the roof shingles below over time. The shingles in this location will wear
much faster than the rest off the roof.
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: West Roof
Task: Provide
Time: Less than 5 years
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Missing
7. Condition: Discharge onto roofs
A downspout extender piece is needed in this location to direct water into the gutters.
Implication(s): Material deterioration
Location: West Roof
Task: Improve
Time: Less than 5 years

Discharge onto roofs
ROOF DRAINAGE \ Downspouts
8. Condition: Should discharge 6 feet from building
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: Throughout Exterior
Task: Improve
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Time: As soon as practical

Should discharge 6 feet from building

Should discharge 6 feet from building
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Should discharge 6 feet from building

WALLS \ General notes
9. Condition: Siding - incomplete / missing
Location: Southwest Exterior Wall
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical

Siding - incomplete / exposed wood
WALLS \ Soffits (underside of eaves) and fascia (front edge of eaves)
10. Condition: Loose or missing pieces
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents | Chance of pests entering building
Location: Various Roof
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical
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Loose or missing pieces

Loose or missing pieces
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Loose or missing pieces

WALLS \ Vinyl siding
11. Condition: Mechanical damage
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: Various Exterior Wall
Task: Repair or replace
Time: Less than 5 years

Mechanical damage

Mechanical damage
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Mechanical damage
12. Condition: Loose or missing pieces
On the Southside of the building, the vinyl siding appeared to be poorly installed and some of the joints were not
overlapping.
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: Various Exterior Wall
Task: Improve
Time: As needed

Loose pieces

Loose pieces
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Poor installation

Poor installation
WINDOWS AND DOORS \ General notes
13. Condition: Aging
Just like everything else in your home, your windows and doors have a lifespan and become less efficient over time.
Although high-quality windows are able to stand the test of time, it is important to remember that nothing lasts forever
and even quality double glazed windows will need to be replaced eventually. The typical lifespan of a double-glazed
window is around 20 years. However, this can vary from 10-35 years, depending on the type and quality of materials, the
professionalism of the installation, and where the windows are situated. This could potentially damage finishes and/or
structure if not repaired or replaced.
Location: Throughout
Task: Further evaluation by a specialist and Repair and Replace
Time: As needed
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Paint or stain needed front door

Paint or stain needed front door

Damaged rear garage door

Damaged rear garage door
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Aging paint or stain needed

Aging

Aging

Window hardware damaged
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Window hardware inoperative

EXTERIOR GLASS/WINDOWS \ Exterior trim
14. Condition: Sill deteriorated
Implication(s): Material deterioration
Location: West Window
Task: Repair or replace
Time: Less than 1 year

Sill deteriorated

Sill deteriorated
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Sill deteriorated
PORCHES, DECKS, STAIRS, PATIOS AND BALCONIES \ General notes
15. Condition: Unsafe
When a deck has no foundation extending below the level of frost penetration in the ground is, it is commonly known as a
floating deck. Since the deck is floating on the ground it is not protected from frost heaving, thus there is a high
probability that differential movement will occur within its lifespan. It was observed that the deck was moving once on the
deck, areas of the deck were rotten, additionally, the guards were loose and deck posts had damage to it and were not
well secured. Some of the deck post foundation supports were deteriorating and were not properly supported.
Implication(s): Physical injury
Location: East Deck
Task: Replace
Time: As soon as practical

Unsafe

Floating deck
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Poor support
PORCHES, DECKS, STAIRS, PATIOS AND BALCONIES \ Floors
16. Condition: Concrete spalled
Implication(s): Material deterioration
Location: West Porch
Task: Repair or replace
Time: As needed

Concrete spalled
LANDSCAPING \ General notes
17. Condition: Vines on building
Implication(s): Chance of damage to finishes | Chance of pests entering building
Location: Various Exterior Wall
Task: Remove
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Time: Regular maintenance

Vines on building
18. Condition: Big trees adjacent buildings
Tree roots can damage a house's foundation, with an invitation to do so. Tree roots are very opportunistic and will only
grow and penetrate where it is easiest to grow such as friable soils and mulch. Typically, when roots encounter solid,
impervious surfaces such as pipes, sidewalks, curbs and foundations, they are redirected laterally or up and over.
However, if there is a breach or a crack nearby, they can and will exploit those voids in search of moisture. Such as
sewer pipes aren't damaged by the roots, they are just very capable of finding those leaks and moving into the moist and
often nutrient-rich pipe. Roots normally grow horizontally and not very far beneath the soil surface. Sometimes when
roots encounter the looser backfill soil near the foundation, they can abruptly start growing down. You may be able to
locate these roots, if they exist, by excavating a foot or two down within a few feet of the foundation. If you find a suspect
root, cut it off. Unfortunately, in some cases, excavation down to the base of the foundation may be necessary. This may
have to be done anyway to repair and stabilize it. Cutting the roots should prevent future problems, especially if a root
barrier is installed to prevent re-growth.
Implication(s): Life safety / Property damage
Location: East Yard
Task: Further evaluation and Remove
Time: If necessary
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Big trees adjacent buildings

LANDSCAPING \ Lot grading
19. Condition: Improper slope or drainage
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: North and East Yard
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical
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Improper slope or drainage

LANDSCAPING \ Driveway
20. Condition: Cracked or damaged surfaces
Implication(s): Trip or fall hazard
Location: West Yard
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical
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Cracked or damaged surfaces

21. Condition: Unsealed gap at building
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: West Garage
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical

Unsealed gap at building
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General Information
General: All of the exterior components of the building work together to provide protection against the weather and
unwanted access inside the house by other people or animals.
The exterior systems often play a major part in the appeal of the house however the criteria for the selection of the
material should remain sustainable and easy to maintain.
The exterior components are often the most neglected part of the house and that could lead to other problems within the
property.
Gutter & downspout material:
Gutter & downspout type:

Aluminum

Eave mounted

Gutter & downspout discharge:

Above grade

Lot slope:
Towards building
At the North and East side
Flat
Wall surfaces and trim:
Driveway:

Asphalt

Walkway:

Pavers

Vinyl siding

Brick

Deck:

Raised

Wood

Deck:

Performance issues were observed

Porch:

Concrete

Porch:

Performance issues were observed

Garage:

Attached

Inspection Methods & Limitations
General: As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only.
This assessment of the exterior does not preclude the possibility of leaks. Leaks can develop at any time and may
depend on rain intensity, wind direction, ice build-up, etc.
Please note that we are unable to offer an opinion on the condition and water-tightness of any components or areas that
were inaccessible or only partly accessible during the inspection. Those inaccessible components and areas are
expressly excluded from this inspection and report and should be considered as not inspected. If this is a concern to you,
we recommend you further investigate those areas prior to proceeding with the purchase.
The inspection of the exterior was limited by, but not restricted to, the following conditions:
- A representative sample of exterior components was inspected rather than every occurrence of components.
- Unless otherwise stated, inspection of exterior components like walls, windows, doors, is from ground level.
- The inspection does not include an assessment of geological, geotechnical, or hydrological conditions, or environmental
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hazards.
- Screening, shutters, awnings, or similar seasonal accessories, fences, recreational facilities, outbuildings, seawalls,
break walls, docks, erosion control and earth stabilization measures are not inspected unless specifically agreed-upon
and documented in this report.
Please also refer to the inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
No or limited access to:

Area below steps, deck, porches

Upper floors inspected from:
Exterior inspected from:

Garage

Ground level

Ground level

Not included as part of a building inspection:
drainage systems)

Underground components (e.g., oil tanks, septic fields, underground
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Findings & Recommendations
FOUNDATIONS \ General notes
22. Condition: Cracked
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents | Weakened structure
Location: Garage
Task: Repair
Time: As soon as possible

Cracked

Cracked
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Cracked interior northside garage

Cracked interior southside garage
23. Condition: Cold joints
Cold Pour Joints in concrete foundations which leave visible lines in the concrete foundation wall are not usually a
structural problem but may in some cases form a dry joint that permits water leakage through the foundation wall. Cold
pour joints occur because of the time delay between subsequent "pours" into the foundation forms.
Efflorescence was observed in this location, efflorescence is a whitish mineral deposit often seen on masonry.
Efflorescence indicates moisture penetration, although it does not indicate the severity or whether the problem is active.
The moisture that creates efflorescence may be the result of outside water passing through the masonry, condensation,
or water wicking up through the masonry by capillary action. Efflorescence alone does not pose a major problem, but it
can be an indication of moisture intrusion, which may compromise the structural material. As water passes through, salts
in the masonry, concrete, or mortar are dissolved so that when the water arrives at the surface, it contains salts in
solution. As water evaporates from the surface, a crystalline salt deposit, known as efflorescence, is left. The
recommendation is to clean and monitor the locations and if it gets worse further evaluation and repair would be needed.
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Implication(s): Weakened structure | Leakage
Location: Under Basement Staircase
Task: Monitor
Time: Ongoing

Cold joints

Cold joints and efflorescence

24. Condition: Prior repairs
Prior repairs were observed on the exterior foundation wall, the client should monitor this location and make repairs as or
when needed.
Implication(s): Weakened structure
Location: East and West Exterior Foundation Wall and interior of the garage basement entrance
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Task: Monitor
Time: Ongoing

Prior repairs West

Prior repairs East

Prior repairs Basement stairs into garage

Prior repairs Basement stairs into garage

25. Condition: Parging damaged or missing
Implication(s): Chance of damage to structure | Shortened life expectancy of material
Location: Throughout Exterior Wall
Task: Provide
Time: Discretionary
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Parging missing
WALLS \ Masonry veneer walls
26. Condition: Masonry deteriorated
High levels of moisture and staining were recorded at the brick under the bathroom window on the west side of the
building. The roof above is discharging water into the flower box below which is attached to the building envelope,
deterioration and rot were observed in the flowerbox. Moisture is not directed away from this area and is affecting the
wall, over time if not corrected this will deteriorate the building envelope and could become a potentially bigger problem.
Implication(s): Chance of condensation damage to finishes and/or structure
Location: West Exterior Wall
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical

Staining and moisture observed

91.9% moisture
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No draining provided

Planter box deteriorating

Remove or improve
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Planter box deteriorating

Planter box deteriorating
27. Condition: Weep holes - obstructed
Brick and stone exterior wall covering require small openings call weeping holes at the base of the wall and where lintels
are found to be at the top of doors and windows. The weeping holes allow some ventilation and allow condensation of
water that may be trapped behind the wall to drain. If sealed, the risk is that water may get trapped behind the wall. This
is very common, and a mason can correct this by removing mortar between the bricks and creating an opening. At the
time of the inspection, there was no evidence of efflorescence (white powder) in this area.
Location: West Exterior Wall Garage
Task: Improve
Time: Immediate
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Weep holes - obstructed

General Information
General: The structure of a home is the skeleton, which includes the foundation and footing as well as floors, walls, and
the roof. Structures are judged by how well they are able to standstill. Successful structures do not move, less successful
ones do and sometimes dramatically.
What causes structures to move is gravity which is constantly working to get things closer to the ground. Structures are
intended to create spaces above the ground and must be strong to resist the effects of gravity and other forces.
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There are generally three ways a structure may give in to gravity.
-If the structure is resting on a weak surface, the ground will give way and cause the construction to move.
-If the skeleton of the structure is weak, it will not support itself and often one weak link can affect the whole of the
structure.
-If the live load (water, snow) or natural occurrences such as earthquakes and storms exceed the capacity of the
structure, it could collapse.
The design of the house must therefore not only resist gravity's downward force but also the push, pull and lift forces
exerted by winds.
Configuration:

Basement

Foundation material (Only determined where visible):
Floor construction (Only determined where visible):

Poured concrete
Not visible

Exterior wall construction (Only determined where visible):
Roof and ceiling framing (Only determined where visible):

Wood frame
Trusses

Wood frame / Brick veneer

Oriented Strand Board (OSB) sheathing

Inspection Methods & Limitations
General: The structure is made up of the foundation, the wall and floor framing, and the roof framing, much of which is
concealed behind interior and exterior finishes. Since we cannot inspect components hidden behind finishes, we look for
evidence of movement in the structure that would suggest poor performance or component failures such as sagging and
settling, deformation, or stress in the building.
In cases where there is no movement, hidden structural imperfections may well go undetected. If the loads imposed on
the structure of a building are modified, unforeseeable negative consequences may occur.
We should note that structural repairs could sometimes be very costly, depending on the severity of the situation. In
many cases, a structural engineer should be consulted to provide further evaluation and repair recommendations.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
Inspection limited/prevented by:
Attic/roof space:

Ceiling, wall and floor coverings

Carpet/furnishings

Insulation

Entered but access was limited

Percent of foundation not visible:

95 %

Not included as part of a building inspection: An opinion about the adequacy of structural components
bearing components concealed by insulation cannot be traversed
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Findings & Recommendations
RECOMMENDATIONS \ General
28. Condition: Some versions of Federal Pacific Stab-Lok panels were known to have issues. Federal Pacific Electric
(FPE Stab-Lok® ®) was a widely-distributed electrical panel brand throughout the United States and under the Federal
Pioneer brand, also in Canada very similar product continues to be sold. For years, anecdotes and field reports about
FPE Stab-Lok® ® hazards and defects have been discussed at professional conferences and occasionally in the media.
Field reports of recalls, poor and even fraudulent manufacturing & labelling, house fires, and injuries have been reported
attributed to this product. Independent testing confirms that FPE Stab-Lok® ® circuit breakers fail to trip, at times as
much as 70-80 percent of the time.
Additionally all defects should be repaired in this panel
Implication(s): Fire / Life safety
Location: Basement Panel
Task: Recommended further review by a qualified professional to determine the next course of action
Time: Immediate

Federal Pacific Stab-Lok

Opening in panel

Further review of breaker needed

Discoloration on bust bar
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Federal Pacific Stab-Lok
SERVICE DROP AND SERVICE ENTRANCE \ Service drop
29. Condition: Branches / vines interfering with wires
Tree branches need to be cut back so it doesn't interfere with the service line. The client can contact the city and inquire
about this service.
Implication(s): Damage to wire | Electric shock | Interruption of electrical service
Location: East Yard
Task: Remove
Time: Immediate

Branches / vines interfering with wires

Branches / vines interfering with wires

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM \ Wiring - installation
30. Condition: Open splices
Wires should be connected or terminate in a junction box, if wires are not used they should be removed.
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Implication(s): Electric shock | Fire hazard
Location: Basement Laundry Area
Task: Improve
Time: Immediate

Exposed wires

Exposed wires

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM \ Wiring - damaged or exposed
31. Condition: Exposed in attics
Implication(s): Electric shock
Location: Various Attic
Task: Improve
Time: When possible

Exposed in attics

Exposed in attics
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Exposed in attics
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM \ Outlets (receptacles)
32. Condition: Damage
Replacement of the GFCI outlet is required.
Implication(s): Electric shock | Fire hazard
Location: East and West Exterior Wall
Task: Replace
Time: Immediate

Damage

Damage

33. Condition: The ground fault circuit interrupter, known as GFCI, is an electrical device that provides personal
protection against electrical shock when you come into contact with electricity, such as outdoor outlets and fixtures,
swimming pools, saunas and hot tubs, kitchens, bathroom and laundry rooms. GFCI/GFI (Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter) may not have been required when the property was constructed, but GFCIs will protect your family and home
from short-circuits and ground faults too.
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Implication(s): Electric shock
Location: Kitchen
Task: Provide
Time: As soon as practical

GFI outlet required

GFI outlet required

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM \ Lights
34. Condition: Exposed to mechanical damage (No cage or protective lens)
Implication(s): Glass breaking | Physical injury
Location: Various
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Task: Provide
Time: Immediate

Exposed to mechanical damage (No cage or...

Exposed to mechanical damage (No cage or...

Exposed to mechanical damage (No cage or...
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM \ Smoke alarms (detectors)
35. Condition: More than 10 years old
Smoke detectors are required on every floor level near the sleeping areas. A smoke detector should be replaced every
10 years. The recommendation is that the client checks to see if it is within the time range. It is often difficult to know how
old the existing smoke detectors are, if it is unknown we recommend replacing them all.
Implication(s): Life safety hazard
Location: Throughout Basement Main Level
Task: Provide
Time: Immediate
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General Information
General: The electrical utility company and its distribution system bring power over wires and through switches and
transformers from the generating plant all the way to a point of connection at your home.
Electricity flows to your lights and appliances through your electrical panel (breakers or fuses), out on your circuits and
back.
Your central breaker panel (or fusebox) directs electricity through your home as a number of separate circuits, each
flowing "out" from its own circuit breaker (or fuse) on one wire and returning from whatever is using the electricity to
another connection in the panel by means of another wire.
Service entrance cable and location:
Service size:

Overhead

200 Amps (240 Volts)

Main disconnect/service box type and location:
System grounding material and type:
Electrical panel manufacturers:

Breakers - basement

Copper - water pipe

FPE Stab-Lok

Distribution wire (conductor) material and type:
Type and number of outlets (receptacles):

Copper - non-metallic sheathed

Grounded - typical

Circuit interrupters: Ground Fault (GFCI) & Arc Fault (AFCI):
Smoke alarms (detectors):

GFCI - bathroom and exterior

Present

Inspection Methods & Limitations
General: As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. Assessing the entire electrical system
is beyond the scope of a home inspection.
We are unable to inspect electrical components concealed behind interior and exterior finished surfaces. Our inspection
includes only a representative sample of outlets and light fixtures.
We do not inspect remote control devices unless such is the only control device for equipment.
We do not inspect alarm systems and components, low-voltage wiring systems and components, telephone wiring
systems and components, TV cable systems and components, timers, smoke detectors, CO detectors, and ancillary
wiring systems and components that are not part of the primary electrical power distribution system, unless they are
explicitly named in your report.
We do not measure amperage, voltage, and impedance as part of a home inspection.
Please also refer to the inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
Inspection limited/prevented by:
Panel covers:

Restricted access

Insulation

Disconnect covers are not removed by the building inspector
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Quality of ground not determined
The accuracy of the circuit index (labels) was not verified.

Not included as part of a building inspection: Low voltage wiring systems and components Testing of smoke
and/or carbon monoxide alarms Amperage, voltage, and impedance measurements Determination of the age of
smoke and carbon monoxide alarms
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Findings & Recommendations
SPACE HEATER \ Electric baseboard heater/space heater
36. Condition: Damaged or rusted heaters
Implication(s): Equipment not operating properly | Electric shock | Reduced comfort
Location: Basement Laundry Area
Task: Replace
Time: As needed

Rust
37. Condition: Fan noisy, inoperative, loose or dirty
Implication(s): Reduced system life expectancy | Fire hazard | No heat for building
Location: Main Level Bathroom
Task: Replace
Time: As needed

Fan noisy, inoperative, loose or dirty
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38. Condition: Electrical receptacle above heater
Outlets installed above electric baseboard heaters in one or more areas-are not recommended and are a potentially
unsafe practice. All manufacturers of electric baseboard heaters prohibit the installation of electrical outlets above the
heaters. Electric baseboard heaters work by turning a heating element on and off, it's either hot or it's not, nothing
in-between. Because they get so hot, an electric wire draped in front of a baseboard heater could potentially melt or start
a fire- recommend corrective action as necessary by relocating outlets or use caution when using outlets or don't use at
all.
Implication(s): Fire hazard
Location: Various Basement Main Level
Task: Monitor Be cautious
Time: Ongoing

Electrical receptacle above heater

Electrical receptacle above heater
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General Information
General: The purpose of heating systems in the North American climates are obvious. How well a heating system
performs is not so obvious. Well-Designed heating systems are large enough to provide adequate heat on the coldest
day, it is inexpensive to install, it has maximum efficiency and it is safe. There is no one heating system that performs all
these functions to perfection. Every heating system is a compromise in one way or another, with low initial cost often
being to predominant criteria for selection.
Simply put, the goal is to generate bundles of heat, and to distribute the heat to various parts of the building.
Several fuels can be used to generate heat. Some use oil or gas, commonly referred to as fossil fuels, other use heat
released by electricity or wood. There are newer systems where existing heat is simply captured, stored, and released in
the home. These include heat pumps and solar heating.
Decisions as to which fuels are the best are based on the fuel cost, how much of the heat generated can be used given
the efficiency of the system and the cost and durability of the equipment used to provide the heat.
Upkeep and professional servicing of your heating system is an important part of routine building maintenance. We
recommend annual inspections and services be performed by a qualified inspector or service technician/contractor.
System type:

Electric baseboard heaters

Fuel/energy source:
Heat distribution:

Electricity

Baseboards

Typical life expectancy:
Main fuel shut off at:

10-20 years

Panel

Mechanical ventilation system for building:

Kitchen exhaust fan

Bathroom exhaust fan

Inspection Methods & Limitations
Safety devices:

Not tested as part of a building inspection

Not included as part of a building inspection:

Heat loss calculations
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Findings & Recommendations
AIR CONDITIONING \ Life expectancy
39. Condition: Inoperative
Implication(s): Reduced comfort
Location: Yard and Main Level
Task: Replace
Time: When possible

Inoperative

Inoperative

Inoperative
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General Information
General: Central air conditioning is considered a luxury rather than an essential in most parts of North America and they
represent one of the most expensive mechanical components of the home yet, it has a relatively short life span.
The purpose of the air conditioning unit is to provide a comfortable environment in the house during hot periods. Upkeep
and professional servicing of your system is an important part of routine building maintenance. We recommend annual
inspections and services be performed by a qualified inspector or service technician/contractor.
Air conditioning type:

Air cooled

Cooling capacity:

18,000 BTU/hr

Compressor type:

Electric

Compressor approximate age:
Typical life expectancy:
Failure probability:

Ductless (Mini split) system
1.5 Tons

Not determined

10 to 15 years

High

Inspection Methods & Limitations
Inspection limited/prevented by:
effectiveness of air filter

System inoperative

Cannot verify proper operation of air filter

Not part of a home inspection: Home inspectors cannot typically access or inspect the indoor coil
do not verify that the size of the indoor coil matches the outdoor coil
System data plate:

Cannot verify
Home inspectors

Not legible
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Findings & Recommendations
ATTIC/ROOF \ Insulation
40. Condition: Amount inadequate
Implication(s): Increased heating and cooling costs
Location: Various Attic
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical

Amount inadequate

Amount inadequate

Amount inadequate
Amount inadequate
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Amount inadequate
Amount inadequate

Amount inadequate
41. Condition: Gaps or voids
Implication(s): Increased heating and cooling costs | Reduced comfort
Location: Various Attic
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical
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Gaps or voids

Gaps or voids

Gaps or voids

INSULATION
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Ac line created possible condensation

Gaps or voids
Staining observed from Ac line above

Gaps or voids

Gaps or voids
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42. Condition: Compressed
Implication(s): Increased heating and cooling costs | Reduced comfort
Location: Various Attic
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical

Compressed

Compressed

Compressed
43. Condition: Debris in attic
Location: Various Attic
Task: Remove
Time: When possible
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Debris in attic

Debris in attic
44. Condition: Animal/pest droppings in attic
Implication(s): Health hazard
Location: Attic
Task: Remove
Time: Immediate
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Animal/pest droppings in attic

ATTIC/ROOF \ Hatch/Door
45. Condition: Not insulated and not weatherstripped
Implication(s): Chance of condensation damage to finishes and/or structure | Increased heating and cooling costs |
Reduced comfort
Location: Attic
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical
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Not weatherstripped

Not insulated and not weatherstripped
Not insulated and not weatherstripped
VENTILATION \ General notes
46. Condition: Amount inadequate
Attics are the easiest areas to ventilate. The commonly recommended ventilation rate is one square foot of ventilation for
every 300 square feet of attic floor. (1/300) ventilation rule. It was observed that there was soffit ventilation and one roof
vent present at the highest point of the roof. This property has a cathedral ceiling construction and in the attic area, some
of the structures appear to be obstructing airflow through the attic area to the roof vent (Maxi vent). It appears that there
is not enough ventilation and we would recommend adding two more roof vents.
Location: Roof Attic
Task: Improve
Time: As needed
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Provide more roof vents

General Information
General: As part of a home inspection, we observe and report on the presence or absence of insulation, vapour barriers
and ventilation if visible and accessible (typically in unfinished areas, such as the attic and basement/crawl spaces).
We also make note of bathroom and kitchen exhaust fans, laundry ventilation, and house ventilation systems, such as
Heat Recovery Ventilators (HRVs) and whole-house fans. If you are buying an older home, there will likely be room for
improvement when it comes to insulation, ventilation, caulking, and weather-stripping. Undertaking these improvements
where necessary can reduce heating and cooling costs as well as improve thermal and acoustical comfort levels in the
home.
Attic/roof insulation material (Only determined where visible):

Glass fiber

Attic/roof insulation amount/value (Only determined where visible):
Attic/roof air/vapor barrier (Only determined where visible):
Attic/roof ventilation (Only determined where visible):

Plastic

Roof and soffit vents

Wall insulation material (Only determined where visible):

Not visible

Wall insulation amount/value (Only determined where visible):
Wall air/vapor barrier (Only determined where visible):

8 inches

Not visible

Not visible

Foundation/Crawlspace wall insulation material (Only determined where visible):
Foundation/Crawlspace wall air/vapor barrier (Only determined where visible):
Mechanical ventilation system for building:

Kitchen exhaust fan

Not visible
Not visible

Bathroom exhaust fan
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Inspection Methods & Limitations
General: Wall floor and ceiling coverings prevented the full inspection of insulation as some areas are concealed. A full
review of the insulation could not be completed. A home inspection is a visual inspection and not a destructive
inspection.
National Standards of Practice:13. INSULATION AND VAPOUR BARRIERS 13.1 The inspector shall:
A. inspect:1. insulation and vapour barriers in UNFINISHED SPACES.
B. describe:1. type of insulation material(s) and vapour barriers in UNFINISHED SPACES.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
Inspection limited/prevented by lack of access to:
Attic inspection performed:

Wall space

Walls, which were spot checked only

By entering attic, but access was limited

Roof ventilation system performance:
Air/vapor barrier system:

Attic

Not evaluated

Continuity not verified

Not included as part of a building inspection:

Insulation cannot be disturbed
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Findings & Recommendations
WATER HEATER \ General notes
47. Condition: Water too hot
Implication(s): Scalding
Location: Throughout
Task: Adjust
Time: As soon as practical

Water too hot
WATER HEATER \ Life expectancy
48. Condition: Near end of life expectancy
Implication(s): No hot water
Location: Under Basement Staircase
Task: Replace
Time: Less than 3 years

Near end of life expectancy
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WASTE PLUMBING \ Drain piping - installation
49. Condition: Clean-outs missing or inaccessible
Implication(s): Increased maintenance costs | Difficult to service
Location: Basement Laundry Area
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical

Clean-outs inaccessible
WASTE PLUMBING \ Floor drain
50. Condition: No trap
Mechanical floor drain trap inoperative
Implication(s): Sewer gases entering the building | Increased heating costs | Reduced comfort
Location: Under Basement Staircase
Task: Replace
Time: As soon as practical

No trap

No trap
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WASTE PLUMBING \ Venting system
51. Condition: Ineffective
Implication(s): Sewer gases entering the building
Location: Main Level Bathroom
Task: Further evaluation and Repair
Time: As needed

Ineffective
FIXTURES AND FAUCETS \ Basin, sink and laundry tub
52. Condition: Loose
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents | Damage or physical injury due to falling
materials | Sewage entering the building
Location: Basement Laundry Area
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical

Loose

Loose
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53. Condition: Rust
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: Main Level Bathroom
Task: Monitor and Replace
Time: When necessary

Rust

Rust
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Rust
FIXTURES AND FAUCETS \ Bathtub
54. Condition: Grout loose, missing or deteriorated
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents
Location: Main Level Bathroom
Task: Repair or replace
Time: As soon as practical

Grout loose, missing or deteriorated
FIXTURES AND FAUCETS \ Toilet
55. Condition: Loose
Implication(s): Chance of water damage to structure, finishes and contents | Sewage entering the building | Possible
hidden damage
Location: Basement Bathroom
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Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical

Loose
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General Information
General: The plumbing system delivers clean water to the house from a municipal water system or private well, it directs
a portion of the water to a water heater, distributes both hot and cold water to various locations throughout the house for
drinking, washing, and cooking then disposes of the wastewater and sewage through a drainage system connected
underground to a public sewage system or private septic system.
It is important that all this takes place without water escaping the plumbing system and damaging interior finishes or
structural components, or without wastewater cross-contaminating drinking water.
The plumbing inspection covers the water supply and drainage systems, fixtures, tub/shower enclosures, water heaters
and fuel distribution and storage. Upkeep and professional servicing of your water heater is an important part of routine
building maintenance. We recommend annual inspections and services be performed by a qualified inspector or service
technician/contractor.
Supply piping in building:

Copper

Main water shut off valve at the:
Water heater type:

West

Basement

Near water heater

Conventional

Water heater fuel/energy source:

Electric

Water heater manufacturer:
Giant
Model number: 172ETE-#F7M Serial number: A6869141
Water heater tank capacity:

279 liters

Water heater approximate age:

8 years

Water heater typical life expectancy:

8 to 12 years

Hot water temperature (Generally accepted safe temp. is 120° F) (48.8°C):
Waste and vent piping in building:
Main fuel shut off valve at the:
Backwater valve:

(58.3°C)

ABS plastic

Panel

Present

Inspection Methods & Limitations
General: Many components that make up a plumbing system are concealed underground, in floors, walls and ceiling
chases. No commentary will be provided on concealed items, for example, the main sewer line (lateral sewer line).
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
Items excluded from a building inspection: Water quality Isolating/relief valves & main shut-off valve Concealed
plumbing Tub/sink overflows Water heater relief valves are not tested The performance of floor drains or clothes
washing machine drains Main sewer line (lateral sewer line), The underground and hidden plumbing/sewer lines go
beyond the scope of a general home inspection and are not inspected, no comments can be made. Additional
information can be obtained by getting a sewer scope inspection.
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Findings & Recommendations
CEILINGS \ Plaster or drywall
56. Condition: Patched
Implication(s): Chance of damage to contents, finishes and/or structure
Location: Basement
Task: Monitor and Improve
Time: Discretionary

Patched
WALLS \ Plaster or drywall
57. Condition: Damaged
Location: Basement Laundry Area
Task: Repair
Time: Discretionary

Damaged

Damaged
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FLOORS \ Wood/laminate floors
58. Condition: Exposed tongues
Implication(s): Reduced system life expectancy
Location: Main Level Living Room Kitchen
Task: Improve
Time: As soon as practical

Exposed tongues

Exposed tongues

Exposed tongues
FLOORS \ Ceramic tile, stone, marble, etc
59. Condition: Tiles cracked
Implication(s): Trip or fall hazard
Location: Main Level Bathroom
Task: Replace
Time: When remodelling
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Tiles cracked
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WINDOWS \ Hardware
60. Condition: Window limiting devices are mechanical safety devices that are attached to windows to prevent them
from opening more than 10 centimeters (four inches).
Implication(s): Fall hazard / Life safety
Location: Various West Main Level Windows
Task: Provide
Time: As soon as practical

Window limiting devices are required
DOORS \ Hardware
61. Condition: Inoperable
Implication(s): System inoperative or difficult to operate
Location: Basement Bedroom
Task: Repair
Time: When possible

Inoperable
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CARPENTRY \ Cabinets
62. Condition: Pieces missing or loose
Implication(s): Damage or physical injury due to falling materials
Location: Main Level Kitchen
Task: Provide
Time: Discretionary

Pieces missing or loose
STAIRS \ Handrails and guards
63. Condition: Loose
Implication(s): Fall hazard
Location: Throughout Basement to Main Level Staircase
Task: Improve
Time: Immediate
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Loose
64. Condition: Missing
Implication(s): Fall hazard
Location: Garage
Task: Provide
Time: Immediate
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Missing
GARAGE \ Walls and ceilings
65. Condition: Not gastight
It must be ensured that all penetrations/openings be sealed between the interior of the garage as well within the attic
space of the garage and the livable areas of the house, there must be no penetrations. Once properly sealed it will
eliminate potential hazardous combustion products entering the home.
Implication(s): Hazardous combustion products entering home
Location: Garage
Task: Improve
Time: Immediate
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GARAGE \ Door between garage and living space
66. Condition: No self closer
Implication(s): Hazardous combustion products entering home
Location: Basement Entrance from Garage
Task: Improve
Time: Immediate
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GARAGE \ Vehicle doors
67. Condition: Damage
Damage was observed to the attachment (Woodblock) that secures the high tension spring of the garage door. If this
connection fails it could be a life safety situation.
Location: Garage
Task: Repair or replace
Time: As soon as practical

Damage

Damage

GARAGE \ Vehicle door operators
68. Condition: Fails to auto reverse
Implication(s): Physical injury
Location: Garage
Task: Adjust
Time: Immediate
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Fails to auto reverse
POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS MATERIALS \ General notes
69. Condition: Possible Mould
Please note that any leak or moisture issue can result in mould growth and that it is often not visible. Furthermore, mould
can grow very quickly, and although it may not be present one day, if moisture levels increase, mould can grow and
become visible overnight.
Water damage is frequently discovered where moisture levels are normal, suggesting the area is dry at the time. This
damage can be a result of historical leaks that have since been repaired, or, of intermittent issues related to the season,
weather, or plumbing fixtures and appliances.
Because professional mould remediation can be a major expense if required, further evaluation is recommended
regarding any leak-evidence or water damage. We would like to remind you that mould and the assessment of indoor air
quality are beyond the scope of a home inspection and that an inspector cannot determine if there are irritants, spores,
pollutants, contaminants, or toxic materials present. A qualified environmental specialist should be consulted for any
mould concerns.
Implication(s): Health hazard
Location: Behind Basement Bathroom Door and in Shower
Task: Recommended further review by a qualified professional to determine the next course of action
Time: Immediate
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COMMENTS \ Additional
70. Condition: High humidity noted
One of your biggest challenges as a homeowner is to control moisture and humidity for safe air quality. Humidity refers to
the moisture level in the air and having too much or too little humidity can drastically affect the quality of life for you and
the residents who live in the home. Seasonal changes can elevate humidity levels and homes with poor air circulation or
improper venting can experience a buildup of excess moisture in certain areas of the structure. All this excess air
moisture provides an excellent breeding ground for mould which creates health and safety problems inside your home.
Not only does mould take hold of surfaces and destroys them, but it also reduces air quality inside your home which can
lead to short and long-term health and breathing issues. Monitoring your home's humidity should be a daily task to
prevent any mould from forming and reducing air quality. High humidity is the leading cause of mould and mildew growth
in a home. Health Canada recommends keeping the humidity above 30% in winter and making sure it doesn't exceed
55% in summer (ideally, it should be somewhere between those percent values at all times).
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There are many ways to control the temperature and humidity in a house: using the range hood and bathroom fan(s)
every day, for example. Other appliances and equipment can also come in very handy depending on the situation and
the season. In summer, turn on an air conditioner or fans to lower the perceived temperature and dehumidify the air. If
necessary, use a portable dehumidifier in the basement or in any room that needs it. Set it for a relative humidity level of
50 to 55%. Improve the building's airtightness or thermal insulation to counter infiltrations air leakage and in turn, ensure
easier temperature control indoors. If the humidity gets too high during the winter, you need to ensure better air
circulation. To achieve this without cooling the rooms too much, use an air exchanger: a heat recovery ventilator (HRV)
or energy-recovery ventilator (ERV). Conversely, if the humidity is too low, a portable humidifier or one connected to a
central forced-air heating system is an effective solution.
Excess moisture and humidity in a home's air can have direct effects on the condition of the home and the health and
safety of those living inside. There are some telltale visual signs that a home may have an excess moisture and humidity
problem:
*Staining and discoloration in corners of walls and ceiling tiles
*Water buildup on window sills from window condensation
*The appearance of black mould on surfaces
*Wood floors that buckle or curve to any degree
*Wrinkling and bubbling of painted surfaces and walls
*Degeneration and rotting of wood fixtures and frames around the home
Implication(s): Health Hazard | Material deterioration
Location: Throughout Basement Main Level
Task: Recommended further review by a qualified professional to determine the next course of action
Time: Discretionary

Staining on windows

54.8 RH% @ 26.7 degrees C
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Separations in floor covering

Thermostat for ceiling fan

Ceiling fan removed
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PLUMBING

INTERIOR

General Information
General: The goal of the interior inspection is to evaluate the function of the interior components, rather than the
appearance. The inspector is not concerned with decorating issues during the home inspection instead, he will focus on
the ability of each component to perform its intended task. He does this by looking for clues that may indicate problems
such as cracks greater than an inch in the walls, sagging floors and ceilings, the functionality of the cabinets, doors and
windows, the stability of the guardrails and stairs.
Major floor finishes:

Carpet

Major wall finishes:

Plaster/drywall

Major ceiling finishes:

Laminate

Plaster/drywall

Ceramic

Concrete

Stucco/texture/stipple
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Hinged

Exhaust fan

Bathroom ventilation:
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Sliding glass

Metal-clad

Window

Exhaust fan

Window

Inspection Methods & Limitations
General: While the interior is relatively easy to inspect because most of the components are in plain view there are
limitations. The interior is the area of the house that is submitted to regular changes through remodelling, decorating and
renovating. However, it is those added interior finishes that may conceal the actual condition of walls, ceiling and floors.
Carpet, wallpaper and furniture obstruct the ability of the inspector to conduct a visual inspection of the base surfaces.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
Inspection limited/prevented by:
Restricted access to:

Carpet

Storage/furnishings

Storage in closets and cabinets / cupboards

Garage

Not included as part of a building inspection: Cosmetic issues Perimeter drainage tile around foundation, if any
Decorative items Aesthetics or quality of finishes Underground components (e.g., oil tanks, septic fields, underground
drainage systems) Smoke detectors
Appliances:
inspection

Appliances are not inspected as part of a building inspection

Appliances are not moved during an

Basement leakage: Basement finishes obstructed the full review of the foundation structure on the interior, Cannot
predict if the basement could potentially leak.
Environmental issues are outside the scope of a home inspection:

This includes issues such as possible mold.
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General Information
Type of inspection:
Weather:

Thermal imaging

Pre-Purchase

Sunny

Approximate temperature:
Attendees:

30°

Buyer's Agent

Occupancy:

The home was occupied at the time of the inspection.

Approximate inspection Start time:
Approximate inspection End time:
Approximate age of home:

Building type:

1991

Split-level

Number of stories above grade:

1

11

Number of bedrooms:

3

Number of bathrooms:

2

Below grade area:

The inspection ended at 4:00 p.m.

1500 ft.² to 2000 ft.²

Detached home

Number of rooms:

The inspection started at 1:00 p.m.

30 years

Approximate date of construction:
Approximate size of home:

The home was furnished during the inspection.

Basement

Garage, carport and outbuildings:

Attached one-car garage
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General Information
Priority Maintenance and Home Set-Up: The Home Set-Up and Maintenance chapter in the Home Reference Book is
included under the REFERENCE tab in this report.
IMPORTANT ADVICE FOR LOOKING AFTER YOUR HOME: Very few things are maintenance free and houses are
certainly no exception. While maintenance involves a cost, it is far more cost-effective than a crisis management
approach when something breaks and one scramble to have it repaired. Preventive maintenance can avoid repairs,
extend the life expectancy of many components, and in some cases, reduce energy consumption. Regular maintenance
is not everybody's cup of tea, hiring a handyman to perform maintenance inspection and minor repairs is not unwise.
Ideally, preventative maintenance inspections should be performed semi-annually in the spring
and fall. However, some components require more or less frequent inspections. A systematic maintenance approach
also allows one to monitor certain conditions and components. The following items apply to all homes and explain how to
prevent and correct some common problems.
Roof Leaks: Roofs may leak at any time. Leaks often appear at roof penetrations, flashings, changes in direction or
changes in material. A roof leak should be addressed promptly to avoid damage to the structure, interior finishes and
furnishings. A roof leak does not necessarily mean the roof has to be replaced.
Annual Roof Maintenance: We recommend an annual inspection and tune-up to minimize the risk of leakage and to
maximize the life of your roof. It is important to set up an annual. Roof leaks may occur at any time and are most often at
penetrations or changes in material. A leak does not necessarily mean the roof needs to be replaced. Roof coverings are
disposable and have to be replaced from time to time. Asphalt shingles, for example, last roughly 15 years. Roofing
should be inspected for damaged, loose or missing shingles. Special attention should be paid to high wear areas such as
areas where there is significant foot traffic or areas where downspouts from upper roofs discharge onto lower roofs.
Flashing at dormers, plumbing stacks, valleys, et cetera, should be carefully inspected. Supports for television antennas
or satellite dishes should be checked. Gutters and downspouts should be checked for blockage, leakage from rust holes
or joints and areas requiring resecuring or resloping. Paint deterioration should also be noted. Downspout seams should
be checked for splitting. Splitting is caused by debris that is jammed in the channel and when the tapped water freezes,
the downspout splits.
Ice Dams on Roofs: Most roofs are susceptible to ice dams under the right weather conditions. This is where ice forms
at the lower edge of a sloped roof, causing melting water from above to back up under the shingles. We cannot predict
which roofs will suffer the most damage under adverse weather.
Maintaining the Exterior of Your Home: Regular maintenance includes painting and caulking of all exterior wood.
Trees and shrubs should be kept trimmed away from the walls and roof to prevent vermin access and mechanical
damage. Annual inspection of the exterior is important to ensure weather-tightness and durability of exterior components
particular attention should be paid to horizontal surfaces where water may collect. Joints, intersections, penetrations and
other places where water may enter the building assembly should be checked and maintained regularly. Grading around
the home should slope to drain water away from the foundation to help keep the basement dry. Soffits and fascia should
be inspected for loose and rotten areas as well as areas damaged by vermin. Paint condition should be noted.
Foundation walls should be inspected for deteriorated brick, block, mortar or parging. Cracking due to settlement should
also be noted and monitored.
Heating and Cooling System - Annual Maintenance: An annual maintenance agreement that covers parts and labour
is recommended for all heating and cooling equipment. Humidifiers and electronic air cleaners should be included in the
service agreement. The first service visit should be arranged as soon as possible, preferably before equipment is used.
Filters for furnaces and air conditioners should be checked monthly during the operating season and changed when they
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are dirty. Duct systems should be balanced during regular servicing for maximum comfort. Systems with heating and air
conditioning require different balance setups for summer and winter.
Electrical System: The Main electrical panel should be checked annually for rust or watermarks indicating moisture
penetration. All breakers should be turned off and on to ensure none has seized. All fuses should be tightened, a panel
which is warm to the touch or smells of burned insulation should be brought to the attention of an electrician. Burned
wires indicating loose or poor connections should be repaired by qualified personnel. All circuits should be labeled. Arc
Fault and Ground fault circuit interrupters AFCI/GFCI should be tested monthly. Aluminum wire connections inside the
distribution panel should be tightened annually. Unless you are familiar and competent in those tasks, you should call in
a qualified electrician. The areas around the panel for roughly three feet in all direction should be kept clear of storage.
Insulation Amounts - Current Standards: Current standards for insulation in new construction are outlined below:
Attic and roof space: R-40 (R-50 if electric heat) Cathedral roof: R-28 Walls: R-19 (R-29 if electric heat)
Basement/crawlspace walls: R-12 (R-19 if electric heat)
Reduce Air Leaks: Insulation is not effective if air (and the heat that goes with it) can escape from the home. Caulking
and weather-stripping help control air leakage, improving comfort while reducing energy consumption and costs. Air
leakage control improvements are inexpensive and provide a high return on investment.
Bathtub and Shower Maintenance: Caulking and grout in bathtubs and showers should be checked every six months
and improved as necessary to prevent leakage and damage behind wall surfaces.
Basement/Crawlspace Leakage: Basement water leakage is the most common problem with homes. Almost every
basement and crawlspace leaks under the right conditions. Good maintenance of exterior grading, gutters and
downspouts is critically important. For more details, please refer to Section 10 of the Interior chapter of the Home
Reference Book, which is in the REFERENCE tab in this report.
WATER HEATERS: All water heaters should be flushed by a specialist every year to maximize performance and life
expectancy. This is even more critical on tankless water heaters.
Washing Machine Hoses: We suggest braided steel hoses rather than rubber hoses for connecting washing machines
to supply piping in the home. A ruptured hose can result in serious water damage in a short time, especially if the laundry
area is in or above a finished area of the home. When the machine is not in use we recommend to shut off the valves to
reduce strain on the hoses.
Smoke and Carbon Monoxide (CO) Detectors: Smoke and carbon monoxide (CO) detectors should be provided at
every floor level of every home, including basements and crawl spaces. (Even if they are present during the inspection,
we recommend replacing detectors.) Smoke detectors should be close to sleeping areas, and carbon monoxide
detectors should be in any room with a wood-burning stove or fireplace. These devices are not tested as part of a home
inspection. Once you take possession of the home, detectors should be tested regularly, and replaced every 10 years. If
unsure of the age of a smoke detector, it should be replaced. Smoke detector batteries should be replaced annually.
Clothes Dryer Vents: We recommend vents for clothes dryers discharge outside the home, and the vent material
should be smooth walled (not corrugated) metal, and the run should be as short and straight as practical. This reduces
drying time, energy consumption and cost; and minimizes the risk of a lint fire inside the vent.

END OF REPORT
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